At the 40th WEDC
International
Conference,
23-28 July 2017,
Loughborough, UK
The CLTS Knowledge Hub at IDS will be hosting the following events
at the WEDC conference:
Sunday 23rd July: CLTS Sharing and Learning Workshop,
9.30-17.00, Burleigh Court, Loughborough University
The CLTS Knowledge Hub (IDS, UK) invites those who will be attending
the WEDC conference and anyone interested in CLTS to join us for this
opportunity to exchange experiences, discuss ideas, challenges, innovations
etc and to network. The workshop is free of charge and will include coffee
breaks and lunch. Further details will be sent to registered participants
nearer the time.

Please register by sending your name, organisation, job title and
country to Stacey Townsend: S.Townsend@ids.ac.uk
Revisiting Subsidies: Supporting the
poorest in CLTS
Evening side session: Monday 24th
July, 17:30 - 19:00, room TBC

Recent studies have highlighted issues
of sustainability and inclusion that raise
questions about the strong position
against subsidies associated with CLTS.
This side event will share workshop
discussions, highlighting innovations,
challenges
and
opportunities
of
integrating support for the poorest
with CLTS programming at scale from
a recent workshop convened by the
CLTS Knowledge Hub and UNICEF.
It will be a highly interactive event,
asking participants to share their own
experiences, knowledge and views.

Triggering session in Center of Bamyan province of
Afghanistan by MRRD CLTS team.
Credit: Nazifullah Khan

And find us daily at the CLTS stall in the exhibition area. Come to
chat and pick up free CLTS publications.

www.communityledtotalsanitation.org

IDS has been working in
support of CLTS for over
a decade. Over this time
CLTS has become an
international movement
and in 2009, the CLTS
Knowledge Hub came
into existence.

Vision

What we do

The overarching aim of the Hub is to
contribute to the dignity, health and
wellbeing of children, women and men
in the developing world who currently
suffer the consequences of inadequate or
no sanitation and poor hygiene.

We support the scaling up of CLTS with
quality and sustainability through:

Women in the Terai (Nepal) drawing a map showing where
open defecation is common in their surroundings and of the
accessibility to water sources. Credit: Fiona Budge.

•

Action learning and networking.

•

Co-convening workshops for
sharing and learning.

•

The CLTS website and bimonthly newsletter.

•

Publications and dissemination,
including Frontiers of CLTS:
Innovations and Insights.
This series offers practical
guidance on new methods and
approaches, and thinking on
broader issues and emerging
topics in CLTS.

Mission
We are committed to supporting CLTS to go to scale sustainably and with quality,
broadening its scope, accelerating its spread and adding to its momentum as a
movement. We do this in collaboration with practitioners, policy-makers, researchers,
and others in the development, sanitation and related communities, and in Governments,
international agencies, civil society, research institutes and other organisations. We are
dedicated to understanding the on-the-ground realities of CLTS and to learning about,
sharing and promoting good practices, ideas and innovations. We provide spaces for
reflection, continuous learning and knowledge exchange and seek to keep the CLTS
community well connected and informed.

www.communityledtotalsanitation.org

